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THE INFLUENCE OF THE MICROSTRUCTURAL EVOLUTION ON THE CORROSION RESISTANCE 
OF COLD DRAWN COPPER SINGLE CRYSTALS IN NaCl

The aim of the present work was to determine the influence of the microstructural evolution of copper single crystals with the 
initial orientations of <001> and <111> after cold drawing on their corrosion resistance. Transmission electron microscopy, X-ray 
diffraction, and electron backscattering diffraction were used to characterize the microstructural changes. To evaluate the corrosion 
resistance after deformation, open circuit potential, electrochemical impedance spectroscopy, and potentiodynamic polarization 
analyses were conducted. The microstructural observations showed the presence of dislocation cell structures and shear bands in 
deformed sample with initial orientation <001> single crystal, as well as a strongly-developed substructure in sample <111>. The 
material with initial orientation of <001> was more resistive in analyzed medium than material with the initial orientation of <111>.
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1. Introduction

The corrosion resistance of all structural materials is 
strongly-dependent on the microstructure and texture evolution. 
Recently, cold drawing has become one of the most common 
methods to deform commercially-used pure Cu [1] by deforming 
fcc metals to create ultrafine or even nano-sized microstructure 
[2]. A detailed description of the microstructure and texture 
evolution of cold drawn Cu single crystals as a function of their 
initial <111> and <100> orientations was made by Chen et al. 
[3]. The authors showed that in cold drawn Cu, the initial orienta-
tion was an important factor affecting the fiber texture ratio of 
<111> to <100>. The development of texture deformation during 
Cu wire drawing has also been described for all three principal 
directions (radial (R), tangential (T), and axial (A)) by Rajan et 
al. [4], who investigated cold drawn Cu wire with  a 93% diameter 
reduction. They examined the stereographic inverse pole figure 
(IPF), which revealed the crystallographic IPF for each principal 
direction. The study showed that a double fiber texture of <111> 
and <100> formed parallel to the axis direction. Similar results 
were obtained for Ag, where the double fiber texture of <111> 
and <100> parallel to the axis direction was also defined after 
drawing 13 mm rods to diameter 8.85 mm [5]. The ratio of the 

above mentioned texture components of deformed fcc materials 
is strongly related to several factors, including the stacking fault 
energy (SFE) of materials [6,7]. Metals with high SFE exhibit 
principal <111> fiber, and as the SFE decreases, the fraction of 
the <100> component increases [8]. The deformation rate and 
temperature of deformation strongly influence the final texture 
formation for cold rolling textures of fcc materials as well [9,10]. 

The development of deformation texture during the drawing 
process of fcc metals has already been examined, but there is 
no indication as to how the texture formation after subsequent 
plastic deformation of Cu single crystals with different initial 
orientations impacts the corrosion properties. Knowing that 
the crystallographic orientation can influence the dissolution 
rate of susceptible areas in Cu [11], it is desirable to define the 
electrochemical behavior of cold drawn Cu. It has been shown 
that uniform copper corrosion can occur in solutions with low 
pH and high alkalinity [12,13]. In neutral conditions, the cor-
rosion products can form an adhesive and uniform film on the 
copper surface, which plays a crucial role in substrate protec-
tion [14-17]. This oxide film mainly consists of cuprite (Cu2O), 
tenorite (CuO), or Cu(OH)2 [18]. It should be mentioned that 
in chloride solutions, the corrosion potential of copper and the 
extent of the passive zone decrease as both the temperature and 
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chloride concentration increase [19]. In this type of solution, the 
formation of soluble CuCl2– complexes and non-protecting CuCl 
can decrease the stability region of Cu2O and CuO [18,20]. In 
addition, the most common metallurgical factors such as grain 
size distribution [21] and the corrosion of polycrystalline Cu 
and its alloys, are also strongly correlated with the type of grain 
boundary [22,23] and grains disorientations [11]. The corrosion 
behavior of polycrystalline Cu has also been studied in terms 
of its susceptibility to intergranular corrosion [24]. The authors 
showed that the corrosion of pure Cu produced by the Bridg-
man method is strongly influenced by the geometric criteria of 
the grain boundaries. In other studies, the crystal-orientation-
dependent corrosion behavior of single crystals of different 
materials has been reported [25-27]. Nevertheless, there is a lack 
of information regarding the corrosion behavior of pure Cu as 
a function of its various initial single crystal orientations. 

Thus, the goal of present work was to investigate the texture 
development of cold drawn Cu single crystals as a function of 
their initial orientations, <111> and <001>. In addition, the way 
in which the formation of the final microstructure and texture af-
ter a subsequent cold drawing process influences their corrosion 
resistance in a chloride-containing solution was also investigated.

2. Materials and methodology

Copper single crystals of 99.9% purity with an initial 
orientation of <001> and <111> were produced by a modified 
Bridgman method and then subjected to a cold drawing process. 
Plastic deformation was performed in the direction parallel to 
the single crystals’ orientation at ambient temperature. After the 
two drawing passes, the material diameter was reduced from 
9 mm to 3 mm, which corresponds to a total strain ε ≈ 2.2. For 
the purpose of this work, the deformed material with the initial 
single crystal orientation <111> was marked Cu <111>, and the 
material with an initial orientation of <001> after drawing was 
marked Cu <001>. 

Materials microstructures were examined using a trans-
mission electron microscope (TEM) JEOL JEM-1200EX with 
an acceleration voltage of 120 kV. Thin foils of TEM samples 
were prepared from 3 mm diameter discs, which were cut out 
from the drawn Cu rods perpendicularly to the plastic deforma-
tion direction. The discs were mechanically sanded to 120 μm 
thickness and then electropolished at a voltage of 7 V for about 
50 seconds at 0°C, using a Struers electrolyte based on phos-
phoric acid. Accord ing to the described samples preparation 
procedure, the microstructure observations in the central part 
of sections perpendicular to the drawing direction (DD) were 
carried out.

Electron backscattering diffraction (EBSD) analysis was 
performed using a Hitachi SU70 scanning electron microscope 
(SEM) on the same samples which were prepared for TEM 
observations. EBSD maps were registered at an acceleration 
voltage of 20 kV with a working distance of 18 mm and a sample 
tilt angle of 70°; for detailed mapping, a 0.2 μm step size was 

used. For each pattern, either five or six Kikuchi bands were 
used for indexing, minimizing the possibility of mis-indexing 
errors. The fraction of successfully indexed orientations for each 
registered map was higher than 95%, and data were analyzed 
using Channel5 software.

X-ray diffraction (XRD) was used to estimate the disloca-
tion density. Based on the changes in the Bragg angle, the full 
width at half maximum of the diffraction peaks, and crystallite 
size, the dislocation density ρ can by calculated by the following 
equations Eq. 1-2 [28-30]:

 cos 0.9 2 sin
D   (1)
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214.4
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  (2)

where β is the peak width at half maximum in rad, θ is the 
Bragg angle, λ is the wavelength of the X-ray beam Cu Kα 
(Kα1 = 0.1542 nm), D is the crystallite size, ε is the lattice 
strain, ρ is the dislocation density, and b is the Burgers vector 
(bCu = 0.256 nm [31]). 

Global texture investigations were performed using 
a Bruker D8 X-ray diffractometer applying filtered radiation Co 
Kα (Kα1 = 0.1789 nm). Deformed texture was measured over an 
area of approximately 1.5 mm2 (the beam diameter was 1 mm) in 
the center of the sample on the cross-section in the deformation 
direction. Measurements were recorded within a 5° × 5° mesh 
and a beam intensity at 5-second intervals. Four incomplete X-
ray pole figures ({111}, {200}, {220} and {311}) were used to 
evaluate complete orientation distribution functions (ODFs) by 
the spherical harmonics method and the Gauss model functions 
proposed by the Schultz reflection method [32]. Labotex 2.1 
software was used to calculate the volume fraction of the main 
texture components. A tolerance angle of 10° was used during 
the calculation of the volume fractions.

For the electrochemical tests and scanning electron micros-
copy surface examinations, the samples were also cut out per-
pendicularly to the drawing direction and prepared by grinding 
and then mechanically polished with a monocrystalline diamond 
suspension (3 and 1 μm). To determine the corrosion behavior 
of examined material, electrochemical tests were conducted 
in a neutral 3.5 wt.% water solution of sodium chloride NaCl 
(aerated) in ambient temperature with an Autolab PGSTAT 100 
potentiostat with Nova software. Prior to electrochemical imped-
ance spectroscopy (EIS), the corrosion potential Ecorr evaluation 
in open circuit potential (OCP) was registered for 30 minutes. 
The EIS spectra were registered in a frequency range from 0.01 
to 105 Hz and potentiodynamic polarization (PDP) tests with 
a scan rate of 0.01 V/s were also conducted. For the electro-
chemical tests, a traditional three-electrode setup was used, with 
Pt as a counter electrode and Ag/AgCl as a reference electrode. 
The obtained polarization data was analyzed using Nova 2.1.2 
software, and the EIS results were fitted with EIS Analyzer in 
Powell mode. To evaluate the surface changes after corrosion 
tests, the SEM observations using Hitachi S3500 microscope 
were made with an acceleration voltage of 20 kV.
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3. Results and discussion

The TEM bright field (BF) images obtained for deformed 
Cu single crystals with initial orientations of <111> and <001> 
are presented in Figs 1-2. Due to the cold drawing process, 
strongly developed substructure with many dislocations was ob-
tained in both samples. Nevertheless, differences were observed 
in the microstructure formation depending on the materials’ ini-
tial orientation. In Fig. 1a and b, weakly molded structure with 
locally clear grain boundaries was observed for deformed Cu 
<111>. It was possible to distingu ish the dominant most active 
slip system during deformation, accordance with the direction 
<110> (marked by a dashed line in Fig. 1b). Based on the XRD 
measurements, the dislocation density calculated for this sample 
was about 2.35×1015 m–2. A heterogeneous microstructure with 
elongated subgrains was observed for the Cu <001 > (Fig. 2a). 
As shown in Fig. 2b, areas with dislocation cell structure were 
also identified. A quantitative analysis, which was performed 
using stereological software [33], estimated an average dis-
location cell structure size of about 290 nm. Furthermore, the 
dislocation structure led to an increase in dislocation density to 
4.06×1015 m–2 in the examined sample. The formation of disloca-
tion cells or grain structures depends on which slip system more 
preferentially activates. The microstructural observations of Cu 
<001> show the presence of shear bands (Fig. 3a and b). The 
activation of the coplanar secondary slip system is present during 
the cell structure formation [34,35]. Due to the heterogeneous 

Fig. 1. TEM images of the cold drawn Cu <111>: a) representative 
microstructure, b) microstructure at higher magnification with diffrac-
tion pattern close to the zone axis <111>

Fig. 2. TEM images of the cold drawn Cu <001>: a) representative 
microstructure, b) microstructure at higher magnification with diffrac-
tion pattern at the zone axis <001>

Fig. 3. The shear bands at TEM images obtained for the cold drawn 
Cu <001> a) at the areas of dislocation cells structure, b) at higher 
magnification
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micr ostructure and the presence of dislocation cells and shear 
bands, for sample Cu <001> it was not possible to determine one, 
the most active slip system during deformation. For materials 
with low SFE (like Cu) shear banding is preceded by the block-
age of dislocation slip at an early stage of deformation [36,37]. 
Dislocation cells or band-like dislocation cells, as well as high 
local orientation changes at the boundary between the band and 
the material matrix contained mechanical instabilities, which 
initiate the shear banding process [3 7,38]. The obtained results 
confirmed that the initiation of shear banding depends on the 
initial orientation of the crystals and the texture components.

The texture evolution of the investigated cold drawn copper 
single crystals with initial orientations of <111> and <001> was 
characterized by orientation distribution functions (ODFs), with 
sections at φ2 = 0° and φ2 = 45° (Fig. 4). 

In the Cu <111> sample after deformation, the texture can 
be described as a fiber with a local maximum, which is close to 
a typical γ fiber (<111> parallel to normal direction). This type 
of fiber typically forms in fcc materials due to plastic deforma-
tion, as previously reported by Kestens et al. [39] and Huang et 
al. [40]. Besides the random texture (background is almost 60% 
of the volume fraction), there are two moderately strong texture 
components, which are {11  11  13} <2–  1–1–  11> and {1  1  1} 
<2–  1  1>, with volume fractions of 22% and 11%, respectively. 
The maxima of the first orientation are slightly deviated (≈5°) 
from the corresponding ideal position of <111> fiber. The reason 
for that, is most likely in the asymmetry flow of material during 
deformation. Additionally, the {1  1  1} <2–  1  1> orientation is 
described in the literature as an F component, which is associated 
with the appearance of shear bands [41-43]. This phenomenon 
was described for austenitic steel by Odnobokova et al. [41], 
where shear banding was initiated by micro-shearing within 
a grain that and progressively propagated over neighboring 

grains. The microstructure observations do not clearly confirm 
the presence of micro-shear banding due to the strongly-de-
veloped and defective microstructure of the Cu <111> sample.

The results obtained for Cu <111> (Fig. 4a) also dem-
onstrate the presence of local maxima, which is atypical for 
materials after axial deformation. This means that the texture 
gradient that exists in cold drawn Cu forms because of severe 
non-uniform deformation. In addition to the total strain, die 
geometry, uniform drawing forces, or friction during deforma-
tion may affect the strain path and the distribution of the texture 
components [44,45].

Significantly different ODFs were obtained for Cu <001> 
(Fig. 4b), and the developed texture was not too sharp and the 
<001> fiber with a local maximum corresponding to the {0 0 1} 
<1 2 0> component was formed. Moreover, the calculated 
volume fractions of the individual texture component (35% of 
{0 0 1} <1 2 0> orientation) and the high level of background 
(≈60% of the volume fraction) show that a stronger texture is 
formed in the Cu <111> sample than in Cu <001>. The cold 
drawn Cu single crystal with <001> initial orientation is also 
characterized by an axial texture, however, the <111> fiber, 
which is predominant in Cu <111> has undergone a significant 
broadening and weakening (up to 5% of volume fraction). 

The differences between the texture orientations after 
deformation of copper single crystals are well represented by 
the inverse pole figures (IPFs) given in Fig. 4 c and d. The Cu 
<001> has a relatively weak texture with a dominant <001> fiber 
parallel to the longitudinal drawing direction. For the Cu <111> 
sample, a strong <111> texture component was generated during 
the cold drawing process.

The EBSD results obtained for Cu <111> (Fig. 5a,b) show 
the presence of a sharp texture around the <111> direction 
which is retained from the single crystal initial orientation. As 

Fig. 4. The ODFs at φ2 = 0° and φ2 = 45° and IPFs for: a, c) Cu <111> and b, d) Cu <001>
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defined by Chen et al., when the strain generated during the cold 
drawing process is greater than 1.96, the orientation of <111> is 
more stable than <001> during deformation [8]. Examinations 
of Cu <001> show the presence of multiple counts of orienta-
tions between the main directions <111> and <001> (Fig. 5c 
and d – IPFs), which testifies to the blurred local texture. This 
phenomenon can be explained by noting the formation of shear 
bands in the TEM images in Fig. 3a and b, and this may lead to 
scattering of the material texture [38]. Presented at the Fig. 5 
maps of all Euler angles for investigated samples contains the 
low angle grain boundaries (with a disorientation angle <15°) 
and high angle grain boundaries (disorientation angle >15°) 
marked as yellow and black, respectively. In both samples, 
a slight disorientation of the analyzed microstructures is visible, 
which indicates that the dominant share is comprised of low angle 
boundaries, which is typical for dislocation structures. 

Electrochemical testing of Cu <111> and Cu <001> was 
conducted in 3.5 wt.% NaCl, and the results are presented in 
Figs 6-9. 

In Fig. 6, potential evaluation measured in an open circuit 
(EOCP) by immersing the samples for 30 min in 3.5 wt.% NaCl 
was not stable for the entire immersion time. In the beginning, 
a fast decline of EOCP was registered for Cu <001>, and then after 
nearly 3 min, the EOCP levelled off around –212 mV. A slightly 
lower EOCP was obtained for Cu <111>, and the EOCP value 
continually decreased. The observed EOCP oscillations are related 
to anodic and cathodic reactions that occurred on the surfaces 
of the examined samples. 

Representative electrochemical impedance spectroscopy 
results are shown in Fig. 7 as Nyquist and Bode plots, which were 
fitted with equivalent circuits shown in Fig. 8. The presented 

Nyquist plots may have two overlapped capacitive semicircles, 
thus the equivalent circuit with two times constant was used for 
fitting [12,46,47]. Herein, the Rs is the solution resistance, and 
Rf is the resistance of the film formed on the copper surface. 
The constant phase element (CPE) is typically used to describe 
non-ideal capacitive behavior due to uneven current distribution 
or surface inhomogeneity. In the presented equivalent circuit, 
there is also Rct, which describes the double layer charge transfer 
resistance, and CPEdl, which is the capacitance of a double layer. 
For Cu <001>, a straight tail was observed in the low-frequency 
region of the Nyquist plot, which is attributed to Warburg imped-
ance (marked as W on the equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 8b) 
[46,48,49]. The fitting results are presented in Tab. 1. 

Fig. 5. The EBSD results presented by: a,c) the maps of all Euler angles and their corresponding inverse pole figures and b,d) the precession 
diffraction orientation map with color code as an inset for samples: a,b) Cu <111> and c,d) Cu <001>, respectively

Fig. 6. EOCP evaluation over 30 min of samples’ immersion in 3.5 wt. 
%. NaCl at ambient temperature obtained for Cu <111> and Cu <001>
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Based on the Nyquist plots presented in Fig. 7a, the semi-
circles in the high and middle frequency regions are depressed 
for both Cu samples. As the fitted results show, the Rct value 
obtained for Cu <111> is almost twice as high as Cu <001>, with 
values of 10526 and 5081 Ω ·cm2, respectively. The corrosion 
mechanism of Cu <001> is controlled by a diffusion process 
rather than a charge transfer process. This is confirmed by the 

Warburg impedance which has occurred in the low-frequency 
region of the Nyquist plot for Cu <001> and is also verified by 
the phase angle shift from higher to lower frequency (Fig. 7c). 
As commonly described, this can be attributed to the anodic dif-
fusion of CuCl2 from the surface of the electrode to the solution 
[48,50], or to the cathodic diffusion of dissolved oxygen from 
the bulk solution to the surface of examined material [51]. In 
addition to the two different corrosion mechanisms, the total 
impedance modulus in the low-frequency range for Cu <001> 
(~8000 A·cm2) was two-times higher than that of Cu <111> 
(~4000 A·cm2) (Fig. 7b). This indicates that Cu <111> is more 
active than Cu <001> in the analyzed corrosive medium. 

Fig. 8. Equivalent electric circuits used for fitting EIS results for: a) Cu 
<111>; b) Cu <001>

Figure 9 presents the anodic polarization curves of Cu 
<111> and Cu <001> in 3.5 wt.% NaCl fitted via Tafel extrapola-
tion method, and the resulting basic electrochemical parameters 
are presented in Tab. 2. The shape of each polarization curve is 
different, and the Cu <001> polarization curve shows a slightly 
lower current density range than the polarization curve of Cu 
<111>. This shows that in 3.5 wt.% NaCl, Cu <001> corrodes 
more slowly than Cu <111>. Based on the Tafel extrapolation 
results, the corrosion current density (icorr) calculated for Cu 
<111> is around 2.2 mA·cm–2, which is nearly two times higher 
than icorr (1.4 mA·cm–2) obtained for Cu <001>. A lower Ecorr 
was obtained for Cu <111> than for Cu <001> (–251 mV and 
–174 mV, respectively). The higher current density range and 
higher icorr suggest that Cu <111> is less resistant in the analyzed 
medium than Cu <001>. On the Cu <001> surface, a corrosion 
product film formed, and a breakdown potential (Eb) is observed 
(Eb = –96 mV). 

SEM in SE (secondary electrons) observations on a cross-
section perpendicular to the drawing direction of the examined 
Cu sample surfaces indicate significant differences in their ap-

Fig. 7. EIS spectra obtained for analyzed materials a) Nyquist plots, 
b) and c) Bode plots where b) represents the total impedance versus 
frequency and c) shows the phase angle versus frequency
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pearance (Figs 10 and 11). The formation of a layer of early-stage 
corrosion products is observed for Cu <111> (Fig. 10a), whose 
surface is covered with non-uniformly-distributed corrosion 
products, which are cubic in shape (Fig. 10b). These features 
can be identified as soluble CuCl2 [52], which may enhance 
Cu corrosion in the solution containing chloride ions [53,54]. 
The surface of Cu <001> is uniformly covered with an oxide 
layer, which forms a compact film on the examined surface of 
the sample. Dissolution of the oxide layer occurred at grain 
boundaries (Fig. 11a and b), which is also confirmed by the Eb 
observed at the anodic branch of the polarization curve obtained 
for Cu <001> (Fig. 10). 

The corrosion behavior of the examined materials is 
strongly dependent on its final microstructure and texture evolu-
tion. As the electrochemical data showed, the corrosion mecha-
nisms of Cu <111> were controlled by double charge transfer 
processes, whilst mixed diffusive and charge transfer processes 
occurred for Cu <001>. The surface of Cu <001> was covered 

with a homogeneous, compact oxide layer, which improved its 
resistivity in 3.5 wt.% NaCl. Cu <111> was more active in the 
tested solution, where a sharper texture was observed. 

It has been previously shown that the corrosion behavior 
of polycrystalline fcc metals is correlated with surface energy, 
which has been calculated by Fu et al. [55] and Wen et al. [56]. 
They defined that grains oriented in the <111> direction have 
lower surface energies than those oriented in the <001> direc-
tion. In this work, the predominant orientation of grains in 
Cu <111> were consistent with the initial orientation of single 
crystal, and in the Cu <001> sample, the structure was dispersed 
around the <001> orientation. Therefore, it can be assumed that 
the Cu <001> more easily formed a compact oxide layer than 
Cu <111>. This confirms that the formation of a stable Cu2O 
layer on the surface of the Cu <001> was much more favorable. 

TABLE 1

Fitting results obtained with equivalent circuits presented in Fig. 8; Rs – solution resistance, Rf – film resistance, Rct – charge transfer 
resistance, CPEf – constatnt phase element of film, af – parameter of CPEf, CPEdl – constatnt phase element of double layer, 

adl – parameter of CPEdl, w – Warburg impedance parameter

Samples Rs [Ω·cm2] Rf [Ω·cm2] Rct [Ω·cm2] CPEf [μF·cm–2] af CPEdl [μF·cm–2] adl w
Cu <111> 3.4 45.6 10526 8 0.99 500 0.44 —
Cu <001> 13 44 5081 0.001 0.69 409 0.51 0.00014

Fig. 9. Potentiodynamic polarization curves obtained for Cu <111> and 
Cu <001> in 3.5 wt.% NaCl after 30 min of immersion in OCP

TABLE 2

Basic electrochemical parameters obtained from PDP by Tafel 
extrapolation method; Ecorr – corrosion potential, icorr – corrosion 

current density, Eb – breakdown potential

Material Ecorr 
(mV vs Ref)

icorr 
(mA·cm–2)

Eb 
(mV vs Ref)

Cu <001> –174 1.4 –96
Cu <111> –251 2.2 —

Fig. 10. SEM Surface observations after electrochemical measurements 
in 3.5 wt.% NaCl obtained for Cu <111>
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The role of a Cu2O layer in the corrosion of drawn Cu has been 
previously investigated by Ogata et al. [57] who stated that an 
oxide layer was formed in polycrystalline Cu wires on grains 
oriented in the <001> direction. It is commonly known that 
the Cu2O layer formed during Cu corrosion plays an important 
role and can separate bulk materials from a corrosive solution. 
Thus, corrosive reactions on grain surfaces dispersed around the 
<001> orientation were much slower than the reactions on grains 
which were primarily oriented at components close to <111>. 
Therefore, the surface corrosion of the Cu <111> sample was 
strongly accelerated by Cl−, which is confirmed by the presence 
of the soluble CuCl2 which adsorbed on the surface of Cu <111>. 

Thus, the results described in this work suggest that the 
corrosion behavior of the analyzed materials was also influenced 
by factors other than the grain orientation. On the surface of Cu 
<001>, a compact layer of corrosion products formed, which 
dissolved at grain boundaries. This suggests it is strongly as-
sociated with a higher dislocation density, which is determined 
by the formation of dislocation cells. In addition, XRD and 
EBSD measurements showed a weaker texture for material in 
this state, which increased the disorientation of grain boundaries 
and affected the corrosion resistance of the Cu <001> sample. 

Further research should be conducted to investigate dif-
ferent dislocation structures or grain orientations and their 

respectively different potentials and the possibility of forming 
anodic-cathodic couples responsible for the electrochemical 
activity of Cu. This can also have a strong effect on the protec-
tive ability of the formed oxide layer.

4. Conclusions

Based on the results presented in this work, the following 
conclusions can be drawn:
1. Due to the cold drawing process, strongly-developed sub-

structures with many dislocations were obtained for Cu 
single crystals with an initial orientation of <111>. In the 
Cu single crystals with an initial orientation of <001>, the 
formation of dislocation cell structures and shear bands 
was visible, which increased the grain disorientation and 
weakened the texture. 

2. The corrosion resistance of drawn Cu single crystals with 
initial orientations of <111> and <001> was strongly 
dependent on the materials’ initial orientation. Different 
volumes of texture components dominated the present 
materials during the electrochemical testing of corrosion 
reactions. The corrosion of the drawn Cu single crystal with 
an initial orientation of <111> was controlled by reactions 
occurring at the double layer, whilst for drawn Cu single 
crystal with an initial orientation of <001>, the corrosion 
was controlled by diffusion.

3. Drawn Cu single crystal with an initial orientation of <001> 
was more resistive in 3.5 wt.% NaCl, than the material 
initially oriented at <111>. The improved resistance to cor-
rosive reactions is due to the formation of an oxide layer. 
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